ART. 486]
INDUCTION PROBLEMS.
257
Ex. 6. An infinite solid with a plane face is acted on by a small magnet, of unit moment, situated at a point E outside the solid, the axis of the magnet being perpendicular to the plane face. Prove that the magnetic potential at any
point P within the solid is ,   °°f.   . where r=jEP, 0 is the angle EP makes with (/u + l)r2
the axis of the magnet and /u, is the permeability of the solid.         [Coll. Ex. 1897.]
We represent the repulsion of the solid by that of a thin stratum of variable density <r on its surface. The normal force at a point Q close to that surface is due ultimately to the repelling matter in the neighbourhood of Q and is therefore STTCT. If Z be the normal force due to the magnet, the condition at the boundary is
(27T(7 + 2) JU, + (27T<T - Z) = 0.
This gives by Art. 316 ff = ^^-y T" (%$) wliere r' = EQ and * is the distance of
E from the plane. The potential due to a stratum z/r'3 is given in Art. 412, that. due to ff is then deduced by differentiation as explained in Art. 93, Ex. 3. Finally the given result is obtained by adding the potential of the magnet itself.
Ex. 7. A sphere of specific inductive capacity K and of radius a is held in air with its centre 0 at a distance c from a point A where there is a positive charge E*. Prove that the resultant attraction on the sphere is
where £= (K- IJ/fST+l).                                           [Math. Tripos, Part n. 1897. J
The potential at an internal point is given in Art. 486, Ex. 1, thence the surface
density <r of the stratum equivalent to the polarity of the dielectric may be found by
an obvious differentiation, Art. 466.    If E be the distance of any elementary area
dS of the sphere from A, the resultant force on the sphere is X= I   ~~ °~a^ crdS.
J      JLi         jK
The expansion of — ~~ = -^S (n + l)Pnhn, where h = ajc, is found by differentiating
that for c/R (Art. 264) with regard to h. The integrations can be effected at sight by using Arts. 288 and 289. The series thus found for X agrees with that obtained by expanding in powers of a/c the result given in the enunciation.
Ex. 8. The space between two concentric conducting spheres is filled on one side of a diametral plane with dielectric of specific capacity Kt and on the other side with dielectric of specific capacity K'. The inner sphere is of radius a and has a charge E. Prove that the force on it perpendicular to this diametral plane is
[Coll. Ex. 1901.]
The potential V in either dielectric is S tAnrn + -•— J Pn, but since Fmust be
independent of 6 both when r=a and r=6 we find V=A+Bjr. Since V has the same value on both sides of the diametral plane (Art. 481) for all values of r between r=a and r=b, this formula, with the same values of A and B, gives the potential in both dielectrics. By Art. 470, we find that the real densities />, />' on the two halves of the sphere are given by 4<irp = KB/a2, 47r//=J£'.£/a2. Since
*=lS, we find     =      =
The pulling force on an element
pdS is £ pdS . (- dV/dr), which reduces to 2irp*dS/K. We now write dS = 2-n-a2 sin 6 . d0 and multiply by cos# to resolve the force parallel to x.   The integral from 0 = 0 to
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